Mary Roberts, the Successful Spaces Coach, presents:

Mary Roberts’

SPACE Transformation System™
5 Steps to a Successful Environment and a More Productive YOU!

The SPACE Transformation System™
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strategize
Picture your ideal life
Assess your Space
Clean sweep
Environment for Success

Special Offer!

Contact Mary to receive
a complimentary 15-minute consultation about
how you can use the SPACE

Transformation System™ to
support your ideal life!

Mary Roberts’ SPACE Transformation System™ will help you:
1. Strategize: Uncover the priorities associated with your life, your work and your space.
What goals do you want your space to support? What do you want to do in your space?
2. Picture your ideal life: Create a “life map” to streamline your vision process. What do you
want to accomplish and manifest in your life?
3. Assess your Space: Identify your space’s positive and negative features. How do you
want to feel in your space? Does your space currently support your strategy? Remove the
negative features blocking your success.
4. Clean sweep: Create a blank canvass to start designing your Successful Space. Are you
willing to change your space to support your success and help you live your ideal life?
5. Environment for Success: Select and arrange the elements in your space, and make the
changes that will support your success. Your strategy drives every decision.

Tip: Strategize first!

Space
influences
behavior.
Identifying the activities that
your space must support is the
first step towards transforming a
space into an environment that
will promote your success.

Through her SPACE Transformation System™,
Mary will empower you with the tools you need to
create your personalized and functional Successful
Space! Change, arrange, improve, and create a
customized space designed to let you live and
enjoy your ideal life.
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